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LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
ACQUISITIONS AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC ACCESS DIRECTORATE 

POLICY, TRAINING, AND COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS DIVISION 
 

SUMMARY OF DECISIONS, LCSH/LCC EDITORIAL MEETING NUMBER 01 (2023) 
 

January 20, 2023 
 
 

This Summary of Decisions will be posted on LC’s website and may be accessed at 
http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/saco/cpsoed/cpsoeditorial.html. 
 
 

CLASSIFICATION 
 
 Changes were made as indicated on the approved list. 
 
BS2417.K55 
The work being cataloged is about knowledge in the New Testament and not specifically about the 
teachings of Jesus, which are found in the Gospels. The resource can be classed under BS2545.A-Z. 
Consideration should be given to submitting a proposal for BS2545.K58. The proposal was not 
necessary. 
 
DK511.C37 
In the class schedule DK511.A-Z includes the note: “Cutter numbers listed below are provided as 
examples.” Therefore, the proposal for a cutter is not necessary. 
 
[HQ57.5-.6]  
Catalogers are encouraged to follow F 10, preferring classification by specific subject. The proposal is 
not necessary. 
 
HQ1195 
Areas related to feminist methodologies and systems of thought are classed as subtopics of their 
respective disciplines. Instead, a replacement proposal for QH332.5 has been made. The proposal is 
not approved. 
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JC581 
JC581 is in a hierarchy for state and the individual, human rights, and civil rights.  The work being 
cataloged for the related subject proposal Historical commissions is general and not specific to 
human rights. The work being cataloged is better placed in the hierarchy for history. A replacement 
proposal for D16.127 has been made. The proposal is not approved. 
 
JZ1305.5.A-Z 
JZ1305 can be applied to the work being cataloged that has the subject heading International 
relations—History. JZ1329.5 might also be appropriate for the work being cataloging since its 
timespan covers contemporary international relations. The proposal is not necessary  
 
LG481.Y63 and LG481.Y65 
The Federal University of Technology, Yola falls under the category of technical schools, which class 
at T171-173 (see note in the class schedule under Individual institutions at LG). The LC shelflist 
classes Federal University of Technology, Yola at T173.Y6778. Since Modibbo Adama University of 
Technology, Yola is the later name of Federal University of Technology, Yola, both iterations take the 
same class number. Consider a proposal to formally establish T173.Y6778. The proposal is not 
necessary 
 
PA5610.K75 
The LC shelflist classes works by Geōrgios Kotzioulas at PA5610.K676. Per F 632, the work being 
cataloged should be classed with these works. Thus, the proposal is not necessary. 
 
PQ6047.C34  
The work being cataloged is not about the portrayal of Castilla y León in Spanish literature. Rather, it 
is about Spanish literature from Castilla y León. Consider resubmitting as PQ7001.C34-.C343. The 
proposal is not necessary. 
 
PQ7297.A4815 
Per F 632, the name of an author must be established in the name authority file before a class 
number can be proposed. José G. Alcaraz is not established in the name authority file. An author 
with the same name and same year of birth has a name authority record, but the year of death is 
1933, not 1961. When a name authority record is established or corrected, the proposal may be 
resubmitted. 
 
PQ7797.Q53 
The name authority record for Horacio Rega Molina has a class number, PQ7797.R378. The LC shelf 
list classes works by Horacio Rega Molina accordingly. Consider a proposal to formally establish 
PQ7797.R378. The proposal is not approved. 
 
TX945.35 
The work being cataloged is a vocational guide for street-food businesses The record for the work 
being cataloged has the subject heading Street food vendors—Vocational guidance. Street-food 
vendors, a class of person, cannot take the free-floating subdivision Vocational guidance per H 2232. 
Moreover, the proposal is situated in the hierarchy of restaurants, cafeterias, tearooms, etc., which 
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are all food services and not classes of persons. The proposal may be resubmitted. 
 
UB418.N66  
This proposal accompanies subject proposals which are being withdrawn and will be placed on the 
separate list when additional headings for the work being cataloged are proposed. Therefore, this 
proposal will also be withdrawn and rescheduled along with additional subject proposals.  
 
Z675.R69   
This proposal is not necessary as the accompanying subject proposal is not necessary. It can be 
resubmitted if new proposals for Royal libraries and Royal archives are made. A resubmission would 
need respective correlating cutter numbers.    
 
 

SUBJECT HEADINGS 
 
Alabama Hills Recreation Area (Calif.)    
The work being cataloged should be re-examined to determine whether Alabama Hills Recreation 
and National Scenic Area is the same as the Alabama Hills Recreation Area. If the work being 
cataloged contains information on coordinates and provides information that distinguishes Alabama 
Hills Recreation Area from National Scenic Area, it should be cited in the proposal. The information 
from GNIS in the 670 could not be verified and will need to be re-examined. When the work being 
cataloged and GNIS have been revisited with correct coordinates and distinctions, the proposal may 
be resubmitted. 
 
Alcock family   
The addition of the use for reference Olcott family has not been justified. When warrant is 
demonstrated, the proposal may be resubmitted. 
 
Ara (The Greek word)   
No English translation or paraphrase is given in the work being cataloged contra H 202. When an 
English translation or paraphrase of the title or another location in the work being cataloged is 
given, explaining the relationship of the work to the heading being proposed, the proposal may be 
resubmitted.  
 
Jazz—2021-2030 
There is no justification for the topical heading or dates in the work being cataloged. The proposal is 
not approved. 
 
Kibby family   
The proposed heading is not necessary because Kibbe family, a variant of Kibby family, already 
exists. Kibby family can be added as a use for reference to the heading for Kibbe family. Consider 
making a proposal to add a use for reference for Kibby to Kibbe family. The proposal is not 
necessary. 
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Koreans in motion pictures 
More warrant from the work being cataloged should be provided, indicating that the resource is 
about Korean people and not just Korea. The proposal may be resubmitted. 
 
Levonorgestrel 
The proposal needs further examination due to the other headings that are affected by the 
proposal. The proposal is withdrawn and retained. 
 
Meghna River Watershed (Bangladesh)    
The attempt to change the qualifier in order to correspond to the Meghna River (Bangladesh) is 
permitted per H 800. However, the work being cataloged lacks information about the area covered 
by the watershed, and a river and watershed do not automatically cover the same geographic 
jurisdictions. When warrant for the geographic extent of the watershed can be established, the 
proposal may be resubmitted. 
 
Mountain temples 
Supporting evidence of what constitutes a mountain temple must be provided from the work being 
cataloged. Clarity must be given regarding how a mountain temple differs from a temple or how it is 
situated on or in a mountain. The cataloger is encouraged to consult Cave temples for a hierarchy 
pattern. The proposal may be resubmitted.  
 
Noncitizen soldiers; Immigrant veterans; United States—Armed Forces—Noncitizens    
This group of headings will be withdrawn and placed on the separate list when additional headings 
for the work being cataloged are proposed. 
 
Police brutality protests; Police brutality protests—Washington (State)  
These proposals are not necessary as broader terms for Capitol Hill Organized Protest, Seattle, Wash., 
2020.  
 
Royal libraries and archives 
Existing patterns in LCSH do not combine libraries and archives into a single heading. The cataloger 
is encouraged to propose two headings, Royal libraries and Royal archives, keeping in mind that per H 
202, non-English works being cataloged and other cited sources must have text in English to explain 
the relationship of the work to the heading being proposed. 
 
South Atlantic Region 
The citation of the work being cataloged should define the geographic extent of this region. Further 
justification for the use for references is necessary. The proposal may be resubmitted.  
Stade Olympique (Montreal Quebec); Stadiums—Québec (Province)    
Per H 202, non-English works being cataloged and other cited sources must be translated into 
English and must explain the relationship of the work to the heading being proposed. When an 
English translation or paraphrase of the title or another location in the work being cataloged is 
given, the proposal may be resubmitted. 
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Stade Olympique (Montréal, Quebec; Stadiums—Québec (Province) 
 
Per H 202, non-English works being cataloged and other cited sources must be translated into 
English and must explain the relationship of the work to the heading being proposed. When an 
English translation or paraphrase of the title or another location in the work being cataloged is 
given, the proposal may be resubmitted. 
 
Subpixel imaging   
The work being cataloged and other cited sources should provide justification for why the term 
“imaging” was chosen over “mapping.” The proposal may be resubmitted. 
 
Taman Nasional Manupeu Tanah Daru (Indonesia) 
The separate proposal for Taman Nasional Matalawa (Indonesia) indicates that it is a combination of 
two national parks, Taman Nasional Manupeu Tanah Daru (Indonesia) being one of those parks. Per H 
1925, however, there is no need to establish a heading simply because it was a former part of a new 
heading. The proposal is not necessary.  
 
Time in architecture   
The work being cataloged is about the perceived longevity of a building, not time in architecture. The 
proposal is not necessary. Consider assigning Time perception and Architecture–Philosophy to the 
record.  
 
 

GENRE/FORM TERMS 
 
Crime comics; Detective and mystery comics 
The work being cataloged is an anthology of stories identified as noir in the title. Thus, the genre 
term Noir comics should be applied. Since the stories have themes of crime, the subject heading 
Crime—Comic books, strips, etc. can also be applied. The proposal is not necessary. Detective and 
mystery comics will retain Crime comics as a used for reference. The proposal is not necessary. 
 
Crime fiction; Detective and mystery fiction 
The current scope note does not sufficiently demonstrate that Crime fiction is a broader term for 
Detective and mystery fiction. If a reciprocal contrasting scope note for Crime fiction and Detective 
and mystery fiction can be provided, the proposals may be resubmitted.  
 
Electronic discussion groups 
The majority of the citations in this proposal describe email discussion groups or listservs. Other 
citations are for software that support electronic discussion groups. Software is already an existing 
genre/form term as are different types of email (e.g., Business correspondence). If Electronic 
discussion groups can be shown to be separate from software and better demonstrate their 
existence beyond listservs and email, the proposal may be resubmitted.  
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Video games 
If a scope note can be provided, differentiating Video games from software and supporting hardware, 
the proposal may be resubmitted.  
 
  
 
 

STATISTICS 
 

 LCSH LCGFT LCMPT 
Approved* 140 4 5 
   Authority records 
cancelled+ 

1   

Not necessary 5 2  
Not approved 2   
Resubmit 14 3  

 
*The number of proposals approved is approximate and may change slightly during the final processing of 
the Approved List. 

 
+The number of authority records cancelled is also included in the total number of proposals approved. 
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